Enforcement
Border traffic
Ag Equipment old
Freight
Mexicali Feed lots
December burning
Forestation
Emission Inventory for Baja
Cross Border Air Monitoring website
More from State/Feed
Clarity of roles between agencies
Similar Regulations for Mexicali
Collective impacts on Communities
Top 3 Strategies

Desert
- Enhance rules on OHV
- Education
- Ag Burning
- Old School buses to Mexicali
- Improve Streets in Mexicali
- Communicate business & Ag Community
- Salton Sea
- OHV in Mexicali
- Mexicali; Monitoring
- Soil
- Collaborative Efforts
- Waste tires
- U.S. Companies operating in Mexicali
- Ag Labor
- Regulate establishments
Ag Burning/Waste burner

- 4 point Campaign issued in Mexicali for Ag burning - never at night
- Permits: Infob posted where they get water permits
- CARB provide service to Mexicali on burn/no burn or training
- Ag communities will follow
- Similar Ag burn program to Imperial
- Aircraft sounding out of thermal
- Burning at 10 am is difficult in Summer
- Steep Group to work on Ag burning
- Ag burn alternatives
- Ag burning privilege rather than right
- Regulatory approaches
Top Strategies

- Education/Outreach/Monitoring
- Unpaved Roads
- OHV Rules/Enforcement
- Regulate Mexican Source
- Ag/Waste Tire Burning
- Collaboration
- Vehicle Emissions/Border Traffic Enforcement
Education / Outreach / Monitoring

- District expanding 2 positions
  - outreach to Mexico, Facebook, IVAN etc.
  - Use smart messaging for Ag burn program
- Links shared on popular websites
  - border site etc.
- Light that reflects air quality on large building
- Focus on schools - start w/ kids small actions everyday
- Trash pick-up separation
- Education between communities
- Organize Community - knowledge how they will affect Community
- Imperial Valley website to include Mexicali
- Consider main station to be part of network
  - Modify to share on info
- Flag program
- Working on sharing Mexicali data
- Winter outreach
  - Ask whether outreach impacted behavior
Community Monitoring
ERC Program for large sources
Asthma Outreach

Transparency
Show mutual benefit
Land prep for Ag

Unpaved Roads

- Nod bank loans for road paving
  - Prioritize where paving should take place
  - Dirt road stabilization
  - Canal road maintenance vehicles
    - add road stabilization
    - IID indicated some of this improvements
  - Drains on canal banks
  - IID - Summarize what is currently being done
    - Metrics on what is being done
  - Chrome rubber paving from waste tires
  - Current paving asphalt - No shredding plant in Mexicali
  - Work together on processing tires to recylce both sides
- Economic Development Council in Mexicali
OHV Rules

- Stricter enforcement
- More riders
- Delay in Enforcement vs. activity
- Regulations
- Alerts to not ride when air quality is bad
- Tourism impacts desert area

- Best practices
  - Mexico doesn't consider it an issue but it happens
- Laguna Salada

- Understand extent of OHV activities on both sides